Liberal Arts and Sciences Graduates 2016

Culture and History


Stella Christiansen, B.A. – *The Threat and Denegation of Aphrodite*

Caterine Hinestroza Torres, B.A. – *Remembering the Destruction of Pompeii: A Discussion about the Formation and Transformation of Cultural Memory*


Marie-Helen Hägele, B.A. – *The Revolutionary Politics of Occupy Wall Street and Hannah Arendt*

Lea Marie Nienhoff, B.A. – *Staging the Public in the Scenery of National History: The Berlin Monument to Freedom and Unity*


Swenja Reil, B.A. – *Cross-Cultural Communication as Means of Global Feminism*

Stella Rutkat, B.A. – *Ecofeminist Approaches to the Self and Her Relation to Others: An Investigation of Plumwood’s Mutual Selfhood*

Life Sciences

Vahid Asimi, B.Sc. – *Specificity of e(Z) Knockdown in Drosophila Early Embryos*

Maike Lena Becker, B.Sc. – *Multisensory Integration in Autism Spectrum Disorder*

Rebecca Geiselmman, B.Sc. – *Mindfulness and Music Performance Anxiety: A Promising but Unexplored Field: The Effect of Participation in a Short MBSR Program on the Cortisol Level of Male Musicians with MPA*

Clara Gerstner, B.Sc. – *Motivational Research in Educational Psychology: How Engaging Learning Environments Influence Academic Success in the Natural Sciences*

Catharina Hehn, B.Sc. – *Neurobiological Bases of the Circadian Rhythm with Special Regard to Shift Work: An Analysis of Sleep Laboratory Data as a Model of External Influences on Sleep Quality*

Shyam Neupane, B.Sc. – *Exploring the Ex-Vivo White Matter Tissue Structure Using Diffusion Weighted Magnetic Resonance Imaging*
Jennifer Oehlert, B.Sc. – The Risk Potential of Natural Asbestos in Germany with Respect to Human Health: A Multidisciplinary Evaluation of the Occurrence of Possible Asbestos Mineral Deposits

Lauren Sander, B.Sc. – Looking Where Nothing Is Left: Spontaneous Anticipatory Saccades in Goal-Directed Action Control

Lena Skatulla, B.Sc. – The Role of Tgf-β Signalling in the Survival of Serotonergic Neurons in the Embryonic Mouse Hindbrain

Paula Teichert, B.Sc. – Cocaine Interactions with the Dopamine System: A Modeling Approach

Theresa Weinstein, B.Sc. – The Effects of Short Mindfulness-Based Training on the Physiological Stress Response (HRV) of Male Musicians in Anticipation of and During a Music Performance Situation

Julia Wertheim, B.Sc. – The Neural Correlates of Relational Reasoning: A Meta-Analysis Investigating Modalities and Anatomical Bases

Earth and Environmental Sciences

Julia Wertheim, B.Sc. – The Neural Correlates of Relational Reasoning: A Meta-Analysis Investigating Modalities and Anatomical Bases

Lara Hensle, B.Sc. – A Qualitative Analysis of Climate Change Media Frames Present in AFZ-DerWald from 2005 to 2015

Clara Nicolai, B.Sc. – Interdependencies of Soil Gas Diffusivity, Soil Texture, Vegetation and Greenhouse Gas Fluxes

Yannick Schreiber, B.Sc. – Nanotechnology in the Light of a Circular Economy

Veronika Vazhnik, B.Sc. – Increasing Current Production in Microbial Electrolysis Cells by Adding Granular Activated Carbon to the Anode

Verena Volkmer, B.Sc. – The Geological Barrier: Concepts for Deep Geological Repositories in Finland, Germany, and Switzerland

Governance

Yared Abdeta Debelo, B.A. – Determinants of Corruption: A Comparative Analysis

Julia Berg, B.A. – The Role of Victims in Post-Conflict Justice in Northern Uganda

Alexander Bordan, B.A. – Historical, Political and Legal Background of the Dublin System

Nora Crossey, B.A. – Framing Identity and Opposition: ‘Critical’ Social Movement Organizations in the Context of the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict

Carsten Flaig, B.A. – The Unconditional Command of the Other: Levinas on Kant and the Universality of Human Rights

Lena Gerdes, B.A. – Securitization of the “War on Drugs” in Mexico
Lydia Gronemeier, B.A. – *Is there an Alternative? The Success of Bolivia’s National Development Plan and its Role in the International Developmental Discourse*

Matthias Haslberger, B.A. – *Genetic Diversity and Human Development*

Rebecca Hebeis, B.A. – *Countering Violent Youth Radicalization in France to Prevent Islamist Terrorism*

Lennart Martin Hesse, B.A. – *Social Justice of Basic Income: What are the Arguments of Social Justice in the Debate on the Unconditional Basic Income in Switzerland?*

Karlotta Koch, B.A. – *Reinforcing Rational Decision Making After Terror Attacks: An Approach to Reduce the Indirect Costs of Terrorism*

Isabelle Kopineck, B.A. – *Exploring the Link Between Oil Dependency and State Performance in South Sudan*

Isabelle von Loeben, B.A. – *Explaining Vladimir Putin’s Decision to Annex Crimea in March 2014 Using the Approach of Prospect Theory*

Elena Sophie Mager, B.A. – *Governing Alpine Landslides: Comparing Swiss and German Insurers*

Inga Sagolla, B.A. – *Not All Migrants Are Created Equal: Transnational Citizenship and Labour Migration Between the Philippines and Hong Kong*

Aline Scherrer, B.A. – *Green Party Strength and State Environmental Performance*


Harriet von Spiegel, B.A. – *Gender Construction of the AKP in Turkey*

Marilena Stegbauer, B.A. – *The International Criminal Court as a Criminal Justice Institution: Is Human Trafficking a Crime Against Humanity?*

Caroline Zielbauer, B.A. – *#Democracy: Tweeting Political Discourse: Rethinking Democratic Potential of Twitter in Germany*

**Double Degrees – University Colleges Maastricht and Freiburg**

Arno Angerer, B.A. – *Machine Learning in Sports Analytics: Predicting the Euro 2016 Match Outcomes*

Julia Wertheim, B.Sc. – *The Neural Correlates of Relational Reasoning: A Meta-Analysis Investigating Modalities and Anatomical Bases*